Compliance and Ethics Week 2021
Schedule of Events
Monday, July 12th– Ethics Week
Kickoff!
Members of the Area Corporate Compliance Committee will visit
all Charities and Toomey sites, spreading a compliance message
and bringing goodies for everyone! The theme this year is Be a
TRAIN ON THE COMPLIANCE TRACK! Each day will
have a new activity sheet you can complete for fun. Starting today,
you can complete a fun training on ethics and the audit process.
NOTE: If you find all the trains in the training and complete the
numbered worksheet with where you found the trains, you can
win a gift card. Monday also starts our clues for where Abe is
“located” out in the community. Keep your eye out for clues
throughout the week. The first person to guess Abe’s location will
get a $50.00 gift card.
Be a part of our Photo Collage and/or Video!
We would like for each program to be a part of our train. We will
provide a template through email or we will provide a paper copy.
We would like for each program to name it with a compliance
name and decorate it anyway you choose. It can be pictures, baby pictures, compliance related activities, program
pictures etc. Let your creative juices flow. Take a picture of your photo collage and submit to aallen@ccoc.us so a
PowerPoint can be created with everyone’s train.


Other fun activities: Won’t you be a part of our Compliance Train? Attention all programs: We would like
for you all to participate in our video contest. We are looking for each program or team members to
create a video of you “doing the right thing” or something compliance or ethic related. Videos will be
submitted to aallen@ccoc.us by the Monday of Ethics Week. A group of judges will vote on the best video
and a team prize will be awarded.

Tuesday, July 13th –Find the Compliance Mistake Activity!
We will be sending out a picture with common compliance mistakes. The person who finds the most compliance
mistakes, wins a gift card.
Wednesday, July 14th –Meme caption contest!
Be expecting an email regarding a meme that we would like for you to caption in a compliance related theme. A
group of judges will vote on the best caption and you will win a gift card.
Thursday, July 15th –Compliance Virtual Trivia!
All programs that would like to participate in Compliance Trivia, should pick a program representative to join us at
noon, we will send you a Microsoft Teams invite. We will ask compliance and ethics related questions. The team
that gets the most points at the end of the game, gets a prize for their whole program.
Friday, July 16th –Ethics Week Wrap-up!
A member of the Compliance Team will deliver prizes and take pictures of all of the winners. Look for an email on
Monday to see who the big winners were!

